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ABSTRACT
HYBRID BROADBAND GROUND-MOTION SIMULATIONS USING
SCENARIO EARTHQUAKES FOR THE ISTANBUL AREA
Owais A. Reshi
Seismic design, analysis and retrofitting of structures demand an intensive assessment of
potential ground motions in seismically active regions. Peak ground motions and
frequency content of seismic excitations effectively influence the behavior of structures.
In regions of sparse ground motion records, ground-motion simulations provide the
synthetic seismic records, which not only provide insight into the mechanisms of
earthquakes but also help in improving some aspects of earthquake engineering.

Broadband ground-motion simulation methods typically utilize physics-based modeling
of source and path effects at low frequencies coupled with high frequency semi-stochastic
methods. I apply the hybrid simulation method by Mai et al. (2010) to model several
scenario earthquakes in the Marmara Sea, an area of high seismic hazard. Simulated
ground motions were generated at 75 stations using systematically calibrated model
parameters. The region-specific source, path and site model parameters were calibrated
by simulating a 𝑀! 4.1 Marmara Sea earthquake that occurred on November 16, 2015 on
the fault segment in the vicinity of Istanbul. The calibrated parameters were then used to
simulate the scenario earthquakes with magnitudes 𝑀! 6.0, 𝑀! 6.25, 𝑀! 6.5 and 𝑀! 6.75
over the Marmara Sea fault. Effects of fault geometry, hypocenter location, slip
distribution and rupture propagation were thoroughly studied to understand variability in
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ground motions. A rigorous analysis of waveforms reveal that these parameters are
critical for determining the behavior of ground motions especially in the near-field.
Comparison of simulated ground motion intensities with ground-motion prediction
equations indicates the need of development of the region-specific ground-motion
prediction equation for Istanbul area. Peak ground motion maps are presented to illustrate
the shaking in the Istanbul area due to the scenario earthquakes. The southern part of
Istanbul including Princes Islands show high amplitudes of shaking. The study serves as a
step towards dynamic risk quantification for the Istanbul area that integrates physicsbased ground-motion simulations into an innovative dynamic exposure model to quantify
risk.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The North Anatolian fault system is a seismically active region in northern Anatolia that
has ruptured over 900 km of its length during the past century. A series of large
earthquakes starting in 1939 near Erzincan in eastern Anatolia propagated towards
Marmara Sea in northwest (NW) Turkey resulting in a seismic gap (a segment of a fault
that has not ruptured for a longer period of time compared to other segments of the fault)
of length longer than 100 km below the Sea of Marmara (Stein et al., 1997; Reilinger et
al., 2000). This segment of the Marmara Sea did not rupture since 1766 and is believed to
be capable of generating two earthquakes of magnitude equal to, or greater than the 1999
Izmit earthquake (𝑀! 7.4) within the next few decades (Hubert-Ferrari et al., 2000). Due
to the presence of several important cities, seismic risk in this region is high. Istanbul,
one of the world’s largest cities comprising Turkey’s major industrial and communication
facilities and home to 14 million inhabitants, demands a detailed seismic hazard analysis
due to its close proximity to the North Anatolian fault (NAF). The region has caught the
attention of the worldwide seismological community and reinsurance companies for its
increased risk with the accelerated growth of the city.

Ground-motion prediction equations (GMPEs) serve as the fundamental engineering
tools for seismic hazard assessment. These relationships are used to estimate the expected
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shaking levels in future earthquakes. Several efforts have been made to develop the local
GMPEs for Turkey, e.g., Gülkan and Kalkan (2002), Schwarz et al. (2002), Kalkan and
Gülkan (2004), Ozbey et al. (2004), Aydan et al. (2007), Bindi et al. (2007). However,
because of the usage of limited datasets owing to deficiency of densely installed strong
motion stations in the area, there is still a need of development of better local groundmotion predictive model with extended magnitude and distance range to estimate peak
ground motions (Kale et al., 2015). Although global GMPEs consist of comparatively
larger datasets they cannot mimic the regional characteristics properly.

Physics-based ground-motion simulation plays an important role in developing synthetic
datasets to fill the gaps in strong motion datasets with as many earthquake-site pairs as
needed under controlled parameter selection. Broadband simulations are crucial in
characterizing the engineering aspects of seismic ground motions especially for poorly
represented conditions in ground motion databases, e.g., in the Next Generation
Attenuation (NGA) project, the recordings at moderate to close distances (<45 km) for
higher magnitudes (Mw>7.6) are relatively sparse (Chiou et al. 2008). These simulations
thus provide solutions to two important problems of ground motion prediction: (1)
constraining the GMPEs beyond data limits; and (2) response history analysis using
waveforms for conditions not represented in empirical databases. Some previous
contributions towards assessing the seismic hazard and ground motion simulation studies
for the Istanbul region include Atakan et al. (2002), Erdik et al. (2003), Pulido et al.
(2004), Sørensen et al. (2007), Ansal et al. (2009), Kalkan et al. (2008), Demarchi (2014)
and Douglas and Aochi (2016).
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The methods of simulating ground motions vary in their methodology and sophistication.
However, all of them include source processes, path effects and local site response. Based
on the types of methods, ground-motion simulations can be grouped into two categories:

1) Stochastic simulations
2) Deterministic simulations

Stochastic simulations, as the name indicates, lack coherency of source radiation and
wave propagation. This method combines the parametric or functional descriptions of the
ground motion’s amplitude spectrum with a random phase spectrum modified such that
the motion is distributed over a duration related to the earthquake magnitude and to the
distance from the source (Boore, 2003). These non-deterministic methods have been
employed in various studies e.g., Boore (1983), Conte and Peng (1997), Rezaeian and
Der Kiureghian (2008). The lack of coherency and wave propagation effects in stochastic
simulations can be clearly identified by comparing the peak ground motion maps
obtained by running few test scenarios using the finite-fault stochastic simulation
program, EXSIM (Motazedian and Atkinson, 2005; Boore, 2009; Assatourians and
Atkinson, 2012) and hybrid broadband ground-motion simulation procedure.

In contrast, deterministic procedures utilize rigorous source, path and site response
models without introducing any stochastic element. However, these procedures are
typically applicable at lower frequencies 3-4 Hz. Some studies in which deterministic
procedures are applied include Frankel (1993), Sato et al. (1999), Xu et al. (2003), Olsen
et al. (2008,2009). The main challenge of simulating high-frequency waveforms
deterministically is that the cost of computations increases with increasing the range of
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simulating frequency. Moreover, the low-frequency simulations code (COMPSYN) used
in this study cannot account for 3D small-scale heterogeneities of medium. These
heterogeneities lead to the stochastic behavior of waveforms at higher frequencies.
Hybrid ground-motion simulation provides the solution by combining the low-frequency
deterministic procedures with high-frequency stochastic procedures to obtain broadband
waveforms e.g., Hartzell et al. (1999), Liu et al. (2006), Graves and Pitarka (2010), Mena
et al. (2010), Mai et al. (2010). The hybrid simulation methods that are employed
currently can be distinguished as follows:

1) Differences in low-frequency (LF) simulations: The source description can be
represented through dynamically spontaneous processes prescribing initial stresses and
shear failure criteria (e.g., Olsen et al., 2008, 2009, Pulido and Dalguere, 2009) or
kinematically by including spatially variable slip distributions, rise times and rupture
velocities, for instance Frankel (2009), Graves and Pitarka (2010). Sometimes, kinematic
model development is guided by the outcomes of dynamic rupture simulations (Guatteri
et al. 2004; Schmedes et al. 2010).

2) Differences in high-frequency (HF) simulations: The source and path effects can be
determined stochastically by combining random frequency to frequency perturbations
with deterministic mean Fourier amplitude and stochastic phase, e.g., Hartzell et al. (1999,
2005), Frankel (2009), Graves and Pitarka (2010) or using deterministic methods with
random source or path operators. Mai et al. (2010) and Mena et al. (2010) introduce
stochasticity through scattering operators such that high frequency incoherence is
achieved as predominantly path induced. Liu et al. (2006) on the other hand introduces
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In this study, I apply the hybrid simulation procedure of Mai et al. (2010) that allows us
to generate waveforms for a frequency range of 0-20 Hz. In this method, site-specific HFscattering Green’s functions are calculated for a random isotropic heterogeneous
medium, which are then convolved with an approximation of the earthquake’s slip-rate
function to obtain high-frequency scattering seismograms. These scattering seismograms
are then reconciled with deterministic LF seismograms using a frequency-domain
optimization to match both the amplitude and phase spectrum around the target
intersection frequency. Further explanations of the method are given in Chapter 3.

Previous studies of estimating seismic shaking in the Istanbul area using ground-motion
simulations were based on potential ruptures with magnitudes greater than 𝑀! 7.0
excluding the effect of any ruptures below this magnitude. To analyze the shaking levels
in Istanbul due to comparatively smaller earthquakes covering the range of magnitudes in
which GMPEs are generally well constrained, I generate peak ground motion maps for
Istanbul city from scenario events for a magnitude range of 𝑀! 6-6.75. First, the
calibration of some ground motion parameters was done by simulating an earthquake in
the vicinity of Istanbul. The calibrated parameters were then used for simulating 331
scenario events and ground motions were generated on a station network consisting of 75
stations. To gain some insight of variability, peak ground motion intensities were
compared with the GMPEs by Chiou and Youngs (2014) and Boore et al. (2014). The
study is a step towards dynamic risk quantification, which aims at quantifying hazard and
risk on the basis of testable time-dependent models covering all aspects of the
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computational chain of seismic risk. This new approach of determining seismic hazard
will connect existing testing centers on earthquake-forecast and ground-motion prediction
and seismic hazard with global dynamic exposure model based on open or crowd-sourced
data to capture the space-time varying risk with urbanization and development.
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CHAPTER 2
BRIEF SUMMARY ON TECTONIC SETTINGS AND
SEISMICITY

Several studies have been carried out to investigate the seismicity and tectonics of the
Marmara Sea and its surroundings (Uqer et al., 1997; Gurbuz et al., 2000; Taymaz et al.,
2004; Schmittbuhl et al., 2015). Installation of ground-motion sensors and establishment
of permanent seismic network in Turkey by Kandilli Observatory and Earthquake
Research Institute (KOERI) has improved both quality and quantity of earthquake
datasets. However, many major events (e.g Izmit earthquake of 1999) happened before
the network was operational, and therefore ground-motion recordings from moderate-tolarge earthquakes are missing for the Istanbul region.

The North Anatolian fault is an intra-continental right-lateral strike-slip transform fault
extending 1500 km across northern Turkey marking the boundary between the Anatolian
and Eurasian plates (figure 2.1). The fault has developed due to westward movement of
the Anatolian plate. The Anatolian block started moving westwards 5 million years ago
during the Pliocene (Barka et al., 1997) as a result of squeezing of the eastern end of the
plate by the northwards moving Arabian plate. Global Positioning System (GPS)
observations show that the rate of movement of the Anatolian plate with respect to
Eurasia is 20 mm/year that increases somewhat towards the west, resulting in extension
of the Anatolian plate. The fault locking depth is around 16 km (Yavaşoğlu et al., 2011).
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The movement of the Anatolian block connects the intermediate stress regime in eastern
Anatolia with the extensional regime characterizing Agean Sea in the west.
Morphological studies reveal that the North Anatolian Fault Zone (NAFZ) forms a deep
narrow fault zone extending from Karilova in the east to the Marmara Sea in the west
(Dewey and Şengör, 1979). Figure 2.2 shows some important places marked on the map
of Turkey. There are some small faults that branch off the main NAF at some places, e.g.,
near Dokurcun and before entering the Marmara Sea (Figure 2.1). The complexity of the
fault further increases inside the Marmara Sea. Two different types of Marmara Sea fault
models have been proposed by Le Pichon et al. (2001) and Armijo et al. (2002) to
describe the part of the NAF in the Marmara Sea. Armijo et al. (2002) proposed a pullapart model consisting of three large basins, 1200 m deep each, related to right steps
along the fault (Barka and Kandisky-Cade, 1988) thereby forming three separate faults as
a consequence of the domination of extensional regime in the west over the strike-slip
regime in the east (Şengör et al., 1985). The northern branch is more active than the
southern and central branches. Le Pichon et al. (2001) on the other hand, proposed a
comparatively simpler model with a continuous running single fault across the Marmara
Sea. Depending upon the specific fault-geometry model, the Marmara Sea seismic gap
could rupture in multiple smaller earthquakes or a single large earthquake leading to
differences in ground shaking and damage (Gurbuz et al., 2000).
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Figure 2.1. Map showing major faults and bathymetry in the Eastern Mediterranean region The
figure was adopted from Taymaz et al. (2007). Arrows show relative motion directions of plates
with respect to Eurasia. NAF, North Anatolian Fault; EAF, East Anatolian Fault; DSF, Dead Sea
Fault; NEAF, North East Anatolian Fault; EPF, Ezinepazarı Fault; PTF, Paphos Transform Fault;
CTF, Cephalonia Transform Fault; PSF, Pampak–Sevan Fault; AS, Apsheron Sill; GF, Garni
Fault; OF, Ovacık Fault; MT, Muş Thrust Zone; TuF, Tutak Fault; TF, Tebriz Fault; KBF,
Kavakbaşı Fault; MRF, Main Recent Fault; KF, Kaǧızman Fault; IF, Iǧdır Fault; BF, Bozova
Fault; EF, Elbistan Fault; SaF, Salmas Fault; SuF, Sürgü Fault; G, Gökova; BMG, Büyük
Menderes Graben; Ge, Gediz Graben; Si, Simav Graben; BuF, Burdur Fault; BGF, Beyşehir Gölü
Fault; TF, Tatarlı Fault; SuF, Sultandaǧ Fault; TGF, Tuz Gölü Fault; EcF, Ecemiş Fau; ErF,
Erciyes Fault; DF, Deliler Fault; MF, Malatya Fault; KFZ, Karataş–Osmaniye Fault Zone.
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Figure 2.2. Map showing some important places of Turkey mentioned in the text.

The NAFZ has ruptured over 900 km of its length from the past century. After the
occurrence of the magnitude 𝑀! 7.4 earthquake on the western most section of the NAF
in the Marmara Sea in 1912, a series of large earthquakes starting in 1939 near Erzincan
in eastern Anatolia propagated westward towards the Istanbul-Marmara region in NW
Turkey resulting in a >100 km long seismic gap below the Sea of Marmara (Stein et al.,
1997; Reilinger et al., 2000). This segment did not rupture since 1766 and is believed to
be capable of generating two earthquakes of magnitudes greater than 𝑀! 7.4 within the
next few decades (e.g., Barka, 1999, Hubert-Ferrari et al., 2000, Parsons et al., 2000 and
Atakan et al., 2002). The most recent devastating earthquakes along the NAFZ occurred
in 1999 near Izmit and Düzce with magnitudes 𝑀! 7.4 and 𝑀! 7.1, respectively,
rupturing an almost 200 km long segment.
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Some major historic earthquakes in the region include 1509 earthquake of magnitude 𝑀!
7.2 and 1766 earthquakes of magnitudes 𝑀! 7.1 and 𝑀! 7.2. Despite the tremendous
moment release from the above-mentioned events along NAFZ, there exist some
potential seismic gaps in the Marmara region. For example, western portion of the
southern strand has not ruptured since 1855. Except for the 1737 Biga peninsula
earthquake, there has not been any significant earthquake along the middle strand from
the Mudurnu Valley region to the Aegean Sea. Also the seismicity maps (Ambraseys,
2002) indicate a potential seismic gap in the Sea of Marmara.

Figure 2.3 shows the seismicity in the Marmara region from past 115 years. The
catalogue data was collected from the website of Republic of Turkey Prime Ministry
Disaster and Emergency Management Authority. Mostly the events fall along the fault
surface trace used in this study. As mentioned earlier, the northern branch is the
seismically most active segment of the Marmara Sea fault, which is even more
pronounced when the historical earthquakes are also taken into account (figure 2.4)
(Öztin, F., & Bayülke, 1990; Ambraseys and Finkel, 1995). Some interesting features can
be observed from the earthquake catalogue (figure 2.3). For instance, a seismic gap is
observed near the locations of earthquakes of 1719 and 1754, while a cluster of
earthquakes is present at the boundary between the locations of events of 1754 and 1878.
The seismic activity across the Marmara Sea continues to the coastal line near Gazikoy
with a seismic gap near the fault portion of 1766a rupture. This portion of the fault poses
a significant risk to the city of Istanbul. The central branch of NAF passing through Lake
İznik also shows considerable seismicity. However, most of the events are comparatively
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Figure 2.3. Earthquake catalogue showing earthquakes during the last 115 years for the Marmara
Sea region. The lowest magnitude considered is M! 4. (Republic of Turkey Prime Ministry
Disaster & Emergency Management Authority)

Figure 2.4. Active faulting and historical earthquakes in the Marmara region (adopted from
Gurbuz et al. 2000). Black thick lines: active faults recognized by geology and geophysics. Red
lines: surface ruptures of earthquakes of this century. Yellow ellipses: estimated rupture areas of
historical earthquakes within the period 1700-1900 AD.
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of smaller magnitudes. The hypocenters generally fall in the depth range of 5-25 km,
which corresponds to the seismogenic depth studies done for the region e.g., Sato et al.
(2004) and Yamamoto et al. (2015).

The last major earthquake that ruptured into the Marmara Sea was the Izmit earthquake
that occurred near the east coast of the Marmara Sea on 17th of August 1999. HubertFerrari et al. (1999) generated the earthquake-induced stress change models for the past
earthquakes in the Marmara region, which showed that there is significant Coulomb
stress increase present near the west coast of Marmara Sea since the 1912 earthquake and
the stress increase near the east coast happened with the occurrence of the Izmit
earthquake. It is therefore very likely that the fault segment in between the epicenters of
these two earthquakes will rupture in the near future. Figure 2.5 shows displacement and
unwrapped phase images for Izmit earthquake near the east coast of the Marmara Sea.
The images were obtained by processing the European Remote Sensing (ERS) data. The
deformations in the Earth’s surface due to an earthquake are recorded in terms of phase
differences of radar waves, which are then unwrapped using processing software to
obtain the coseismic displacement. The average displacement of 1.3 m corresponds to 3.8
m total horizontal offset (line of sight of ERS-2 is oriented at 23o to vertical and almost in
line with the fault). This also agrees with the geodetic data and field observations, which
indicate the total average horizontal displacement of about 4m.
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Figure 2.5. Processed ERS-2 images of Izmit earthquake using synthetic aperture radar
interferometry (a) Coseismic displacement map of Izmit earthquake (b) unwrapped phase image
of Izmit earthquake. Each colored fringe corresponds to 28mm of displacement (c) displacement
profile in the direction of the line of site of ERS-2 satellite across NAF along AA’ profile in (a)
representing the coseismic displacement due to Izmit earthquake.
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CHAPTER 3
SIMULATION METHOD

All synthetic ground motions simulated in this study were generated by applying the
hybrid broadband ground-motion simulation methodology of Mai et al. (2010). The first
step of the method is to model LF synthetics followed by HF ground-motion simulation.
A discrete wavenumber code (COMPSYN by Spudich and Xu, 2003) was used to
calculate the LF seismograms by convolving Green’s functions with a slip model in
frequency domain to obtain waveforms with a user-set cutoff frequency. The obtained LF
seismograms were then combined with HF scattering operators using a frequency-domain
optimization technique to match both the amplitude and phase around a target
intersection frequency. The procedure is further explained below.

3.1.

Low-Frequency Simulations

COMPSYN (Spudich and Xu, 2003) is a well-tested code to calculate ground motions for
ruptures occurring on extended faults. It has been widely used in the literature of
earthquake simulations (e.g., Ripperger et al., 2008; Ameri et al., 2008, Wang et al. 2008;
Mena et al., 2012; Mai and Imperatori, 2012). Assuming the Earth model in 3dimensional Cartesian space and the Earth structure a function of 1-dimension (z, depth)
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with free surface at z = 0, the Green’s functions are computed by the propagation of
waves through a layered velocity medium by applying the Discrete Wavenumber Finite
Element (DWFE) method (Olson et al., 1984), which are then convolved with the slip
model to obtain the synthetics waveforms. The code follows the numerical techniques of
Spudich and Archuleta (1987) to utilize the reciprocity theorem to calculate Green's
functions as tractions on a fault plane resulting from a delta pulse at the receiver station.
The calculation of traction components is the computationally most expensive part of the
calculations. Following the representation theorem in equation (1), ground motion
components are obtained by the convolution of Green’s functions and slip on the fault in
the frequency domain. The Fourier Transform of the representation theorem is given in
(2).
𝑢! 𝑥, 𝑡 =

𝑢! 𝑥, 𝜔 =

!
𝑑𝜏
!!

!

∑

𝑢! (𝜉, 𝜏) ∙ 𝑐!"#$ ∙ 𝑣! ∙ !! 𝐺!" 𝑥, 𝑡 − 𝜏; 𝜉, 0 𝑑∑

!"#$ !"#$
!"#$ !"#$

!

𝑢! 𝑢, 𝑣, 𝜔

∙ 𝑇! (𝑢, 𝑣, 𝜔, 𝑥) 𝑑𝑢 𝑑𝑣

(1)

(2)

in which, 𝑢 and 𝑣 are coordinates on the fault plane, 𝑢! 𝑥, 𝜔 is the Fourier transform of
the 𝑛 th component of displacement at observer location   𝑥 and angular frequency 𝜔.
𝑢! 𝑢, 𝑣, 𝜔 is the Fourier transform of two-component slip vector at point (𝑢, 𝑣) on the
fault caused by impulsive force in 𝑛th direction at 𝑥. In (2) Green’s functions (𝐺!" ) and
the fault geometry are combined and expressed compactly in the frequency domain in
terms of tractions 𝑇! on the fault. Based on Green's function reciprocity, this theorem
says that the dot product is computed between two slip and two traction vector
components on the fault plane and surface integral is taken once for each frequency. The
application provides the complete Earth structure response including all P, S, surface
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waves and the near field terms in the waveforms. The method converges to exact solution
for longer wavelengths. However, the cost of computations increases tremendously when
the source and receiver are separated by more than a few wavelengths (Day, 2001).

3.1.1. Source Characteristics
I define kinematic sources for the generation of LF seismograms using the rupture model
generator package developed by Dr. P. Martin Mai. Considering a planar fault, the main
input parameters include fault geometry (length, width, dip and strike), depth to the top of
the fault rupture plane, magnitude in terms of moment magnitude, mechanism of faulting,
rake, hypocenter co-ordinates on the fault plane, rupture velocity and rise time (see
Appendix for information about parameters). The slip on the fault surface was calculated
using the spectral synthesis method in which the slip-amplitude spectrum is defined
through a spatial autocorrelation function (Von Karman autocorrelation function is used
in this study) or a power decay law. The slip distribution is scaled to match the desired
moment for the entire faulting rupture, which is calculated using equation 3.

𝐷=

!!
!"

(3)

where 𝐷 is slip, 𝑀! is the seismic moment, 𝜇 is the shear modulus, taken as 3.3x1010
N/m2 in this study, and 𝐴 is the fault rupture area. Depending on the grid sampling,
number of sources (large magnitude implies more sources), dimensions of fault, cutoff
frequency and the maximum distance range of stations, the traction calculations based on
Eq. 2, used in the COMPSYN code, take longer time with increase in any of these
parameters.
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The fact that higher magnitudes correspond to lower corner frequencies (Allman and
Shearer, 2009) allows to set the cutoff frequency of higher magnitude earthquakes
smaller than the smaller magnitude earthquakes in COMPSYN. This although reduces the
calculation time for higher magnitude earthquakes but the reduction is not significant
enough to match the cost of low and high magnitude events. For a workstation with 8
Intel Xeon X5550 processors running at the rate of 2.67 GHz, and system memory
(RAM) of 24 GB, the traction calculations on the fault surface for a magnitude 𝑀! 6.5
earthquake with spatial grid spacing of 0.071 km and 75 stations with the farthest station
at 105 km from the fault surface trace, takes approximately 8 hours.

3.2.

HF Simulation and Reconciliation with LF Seismograms

Seismological observations indicate that the source radiation and wave propagation
effects become random at higher frequencies (e.g., Liu and Helmberger, 1985;
Yoshikawa et al. 1986; Pulido and Kubo, 2004). Pulido and Kubo (2004) suggest that this
transition of amplitudes from coherent to stochastic behavior happens in the frequency
range of 1-4 Hz. To overcome the calculation cost of implementing deterministic
simulation methods for a whole range of frequency band of engineering interest, and to
incorporate the high-frequency stochastic behavior of seismograms, several hybrid
methods have been proposed to combine deterministic LF simulations enriched with
coherent radiation and wave propagation effects with HF stochastic synthetic waveforms
(Irikura and Kamae, 1994, Beresnev and Atkinson, 1997, Kamae et al., 1998, Hartzell et
al., 1999, Pitarka et al., 2000, Pulido and Kubo, 2004, Graves and Pitarka, 2004, Mena et
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al., 2006, Pulido and Matsuoka, 2006, Liu et al., 2006, Rodgers et al., 2008). I use the
hybrid broadband method of simulations by Mai et al. (2010) and Mena et al. (2010),
which is based on S-S multiple scattering model proposed by Zeng et al. (1991, 1993).
The HF seismograms are combined with LF seismograms (obtained from COMPSYN)
following Mai and Beroza (2003) to account for both amplitude and phase matching.

Structural response from the hybrid broadband procedures shows unexpected behavior
especially in the frequency range in which the two sets of seismograms (LF and HF) are
combined (Thrainsson et al. 2000). A possible explanation for such behaviors is that
these algorithms match the amplitude spectra easily, however, the phase randomness of
the HF signal leads to mismatch of LF and HF phases at the intersection frequency and
thus the biased structure response (Mai et al. 2010). This discrepancy has been rectified
in Mai et al. (2010) hybrid method by applying the optimization method by Mai and
Beroza (2003). The main assumption of this approach is that the HF waveforms are not
completely stochastic, they rather contain the correct phase arrivals of P and S-waves and
also some signature of the earthquake rupture process. The HF scattered wave-field in our
study is computed based on HF coda waves obtained from 3D ray tracing (Hole, 1992),
hence with consistent primary phase-arrival times. Moreover, the convolution with an
earthquake source-time function (STF) fulfills the requirements of the Mai and Beroza
(2003) approach. The equation for scattered energy envelope derived by Zeng et al.
(1991,1993) is given in Appendix.

After defining the region specific scattering parameters like kappa (κ), anelastic
attenuation ( 𝑄! 𝑓 ! ), scattering coefficient, etc., Green’s functions (high frequency
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scattering contributions) are computed for unit rupture areas (1 km × 1 km) based on
Zeng et al (1991). The detailed procedure of computing broadband frequency
seismograms is given in Mai et al. (2010) however, it is important to briefly explain the
effects of some important parameters in broadband frequency simulations. Kappa (κ)
characterizes the shape of the acceleration spectra at higher frequencies given by Hough
and Anderson (1998).

𝐴 𝑓 = 𝐴! ∙ 𝑒 !!"#

(3.4)

where 𝐴! zero-frequency asymptote.
Values of kappa can either be computed from empirical equations (e.g., Hough and
Anderson, 1998) or by the conjecture of Abercrombie (1997) which states that 90% of
the total seismic seismic attenuation occurs in first 3 km of earth’s crust. Thus kappa can
also be computed for a known velocity-attenuation structure as given below:

𝜅=

!
!! !!

(3.5)

where 𝑅 is relevant path length of attenuated seismic wave which is 3 km as mentioned
above, 𝑄! is S-wave quality factor and 𝑣! is S-wave speed.
The scattering coefficient determines the elastic attenuation of the scattering functions. It
controls the S-wave coda decay and ranges between (0.002<0.05 km-1) (Zeng et al.,
1991).

An STF determines the moment release of an earthquake as a function of time. I apply
the regularized Yoffe source-time function in our scenario simulations following Tinti et
al. (2005). This function is consistent for kinematic rupture modeling to facilitate the
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dynamic interpretation of kinematic rupture models (figure 3.1). Shapes of other common
source time functions are given in the Appendix.

Figure 3.1. Regularize Yoffe-function to determine the temporal evolution of rupture. (Tinti et al.
2005).

The Response from a finite-fault rupture is attained by adding up the contributions of
convolved Green’s functions with earthquake STF at each subfault (Irikura and Kamae,
1994; Mena et al., 2010). Finally, applying the Mai and Beroza (2003) approach the two
sets of seismograms are reconciled in the frequency domain by simultaneously
optimizing the amplitude and phase matching within a small frequency band around the
target intersection frequency thus avoiding the spectral leakage. The so obtained
seismograms are consistent with the rupture process (dominating long period motions)
and heterogeneous high frequency scattering. The approach yields strong-motion
seismograms that cover the entire frequency range of engineering interest (0 – 20 Hz).

My LF simulations contain the planar faults and 1D velocity medium, which results in
strong directivity effects and coherent rupture evolution. Depending on the magnitude of
the event, the cutoff frequency for LF simulations is set to include the corner frequency
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reaching the decaying part of the spectra (Mai et al. 2010). Figure 3.2 depicts an example
of construction of a broadband seismogram for a scenario event of magnitude 6.75 at a
station located at a distance of 31.3 km from the hypocenter (see figure caption for
details). The frequency acceleration spectra shown in figure (d) and (e) for low and high
frequency simulations depict the behavior of amplitudes using both programs. The
vertical grey dotted line indicates the matching frequency.

Figure 3.2. Construction of broadband seismograms. (a) LF acceleration seismogram, (b) HF
scattering Green’s function before convolution with STF, (c) HF scattering Green’s functions,
after convolution with STF, (d) broadband hybrid seismogram obtained after combining (a) and
(c). (e) and (f) show frequency acceleration spectra (FAS) of fault-parallel (FP) and fault-normal
(FN) components respectively. S21 is the station label.
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CHAPTER 4
CALIBRATION OF GROUND MOTION PARAMETERS

The first step when applying any simulation procedure is careful validation and
calibration of the synthetic results relative to the ground motion data or data-driven
empirical models, where applicable. To constrain the effect of source and site parameters
like attenuation model, site kappa, STF, etc. it is compulsory to conduct a residual
analysis by comparing recordings of an earthquake with the simulated waveforms. The
KOERI, Earthquake Research Department (ERD) and some other agencies have installed
a considerable number of strong motion stations in Turkey from the past couple of
decades, yet only few earthquakes of magnitude greater than 𝑀! 5 have been recorded on
various stations simultaneously. Ideally the magnitude of the earthquake used for
calibration should be almost equal to the magnitude of scenario earthquakes. Given the
number of available recordings, it is difficult to calibrate the ground-motion parameters
from an earthquake of magnitude greater than 𝑀! 5 that might have occurred in the
vicinity of Istanbul. I therefore rely my calibration study on an event of magnitude 𝑀!
4.1. The earthquake happened on November 16, 2015 on one of the fault segments in
close proximity to Istanbul. The hypocenter coordinates estimated by Republic of Turkey
Prime Ministry Disaster and Emergency Management Authority are (Latitude = 40.810,
Longitude = 28.760, depth = 13.2 km). Ground motions were recorded at 30 stations
azimuthally well distributed around the Sea of Marmara (figure 4.1).
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The downloaded recordings had minimal offsets from the baseline and were corrected
visually. Parameters influencing the behavior of synthetic ground motions vary in low
and high frequency simulations. I therefore calibrated the two simulation procedures
separately starting with the LF simulations followed by the HF waveform modeling.
Synthetic ground motions from a right-lateral strike-slip earthquake of magnitude 𝑀! 4.1
(see table 4.1 for other related parameters) are simulated with Earth subsurface structure
defined by a 1D velocity model (figure 4.3). The source rupture model used in LF
waveform simulation is shown in figure 4.2. The fault rupture plane was placed at a depth
of 12.6 km from the surface such that the depth of the modeled rupture initiation point
coincided with the estimated depth of the hypocenter.

Figure 4.1. Station distribution and epicenter of Marmara Sea earthquake of November 16, 2015.
Blue star represents epicenter, red curve represents Marmara Sea fault considered in this study
and black triangles denote the stations for calibration.
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Figure 4.2. Source model used in LF simulations to model Marmara Sea earthquake, November
16, 2015. Colors are slip values, the white contour lines represent rupture-front arrival times
using constant Vr and a randomization of arrival times by 7%.

Figure 4.3. Velocity-density model for Marmara Sea region (Serif Baris, personal comm., 2003).
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The model bias between the simulations and recordings is defined as an error function in
frequency domain given in equation (4.1) (Castro et al., 2008). To calibrate the ground
motion parameters, different values of the controlling parameters (mentioned in the
following sections) were tested to obtain the minimum bias in simulations.
!

𝐸 𝑓 =!

!! ! !"#$%&$'
!
!!! 𝑙𝑜𝑔 ! ! !"#$!!"#$
!

(4.1)

where 𝐴! 𝑓 is the acceleration spectrum of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ station, 𝑛 is the total number of
stations included in the calculation.

4.1.

Calibration of LF Part

Because the finite-fault source dimensions are significantly small compared to depth and
distance to the nearest station, small variations in slip distribution or dip of the fault plane
will not produce notable amplitude variations (see A.3 in appendix). I therefore observe
the effect of other important parameters like rise time and acceleration time of Yoffe STF
on the amplitude spectra of simulations. The rupture generation package allows the
calculation of rise time from earthquake magnitude following Somerville et al. (1999)
approach. The cutoff frequency was set as 5.8 Hz in order to include the corner
frequency, which falls in the range of 4-5 Hz for a magnitude 𝑀! 4.1 earthquake (Allman
and Shearer, 2009). Several trials were tested by altering the values of rise time and the
acceleration time of Yoffe STF. Rise time computed from Somerville et al. (1999)
generally produced better results leaving us with only the tuning of acceleration time of
Yoffe-function to produce waveforms replicating the LF part of recorded seismograms.
The smallest model bias was observed for the trial run with rise time = 0.05 s and
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acceleration time = 0.01 s (green curve in figure 4.4). In this case we find that the
deterministic LF seismograms require comparatively less calibration of parameters than
their counterpart (stochastic HF simulation). Model bias and the LF waveforms
comparing simulations and recordings at some stations are shown in figures 4.4 and 4.5
respectively. Before comparing the seismograms, recorded seismograms were bandfiltered by a 4th order Butterworth low-pass filter with cutoff frequency of 5.8 Hz.
Comparison of amplitude spectra is given in figure 4.7.

Figure 4.4. Model bias of the two horizontal components of ground motions showing calibration
of LF parameters.
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Figure 4.5. First and third columns are band passed 0-6 Hz EW and NS components of recorded
seismograms respectively; Second and fourth columns are 0-6 Hz EW and NS components of
simulated LF seismograms respectively at stations row1: S02, row2: S05, row3: S15, and row4:
S23. For location of the stations refer to figure 4.1.

4.2.

Calibration of HF Part

The high frequency simulation parameters that control the behavior of Fourier amplitude
spectrum include the source type (point or extended), the anelastic or frequency
attenuation model, site kappa (k) and the velocity model. In addition, the broadband
simulation (referred as BBsimulation from here onwards) program used in this study
reflects the contribution of site-specific Vs30 (average Shear-wave velocity for first 30m
of crustal depth) values towards the amplification of the ground motions and the LF
ground motion calculations do not include the effect of site-specific Vs30 values.

Starting from a random model (anelastic attenuation, site kappa and STF) I followed trialand-error method to match simulations and observations using model bias (see figure
4.6). Because the code performs a bilinear interpolation and compensates the loss of
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resolution in travel-time arrivals, especially in 1-D velocity models, I adopt a grid
spacing of 1 km in horizontal and vertical direction to run the simulations at
comparatively faster rate. To preserve the radiation pattern and source-site effects
captured in deterministic synthetic waveforms, the maximum part of the LF spectra was
included in the hybrid simulations by setting the matching frequency to 5.5 Hz with a
narrow search bandwidth of 0.2 Hz. The calibrating earthquake is a low magnitude
earthquake with fairly small rupture plane dimensions (1.2 km × 1.2 km, as used in
COMPSYN) and the depth of hypocenter from the surface is 13 km. Using point or
extended source in BBsimulations therefore will not affect the results significantly. After
simulating the seismograms for each station, the model bias for various cases were
plotted and observed. Some of the cases are shown in figure 4.6. It should be noted that
the reason for having no difference in amplitude residual curve up to the frequency of 5.5
Hz is that this frequency range was already calibrated in the previous section. The source
parameters used in low and high frequency simulations to obtain the best model (purple
curve in figure 4.6) can be read from Table 4.1 (definition of some important parameters
are given in Appendix). To achieve an appropriate comparison of seismograms and
frequency acceleration spectra, the recorded seismograms were band-filtered by a 4th
order Butterworth low-pass filter (cutoff frequency = 20 Hz) to match the frequency band
of simulations. Several attenuation models were tried and the best results were obtained
from the one proposed by Gündüz, et al. (1998) which was obtained from the seismic
experiment in the Marmara region (see table 4.1). Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show frequency
acceleration spectra and seismograms, respectively, at various stations shown in figure
4.1.
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Figure 4.6. Model bias for various trials of BBsimulations with different source and site
parameters.

Table 4.1. Ground-motion parameters leading to minimum model bias
Magnitude
Mechanism
Depth
Dip
Strike
Rake
COMPSYN
Source dimensions
Rise time
Rupture speed/shear-wave speed
STF
Cutoff frequency
BBsimulations
Source dimensions
STF
Attenuation model
Kappa
Matching Frequency
Cutoff frequency

𝑀!   4.1
Right lateral, strike slip
13 km
800
820
1800
1.2 km × 1.2 km
0.06s
0.7
Yoffe (Ta=0.01s)
6 Hz
Point source
Triangular
50𝑓 !.!"
0.015
5.5 Hz with bandwidth for search as 0.2
Hz
20 Hz
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Figure 4.7. FAS at stations (a) S02 (b) S05 (c) S15 (e) S23. Left column shows east-west (EW)
components and right column shows north-south (NS) components. For location of the stations
refer to figure 4.1. Green: FAS of simulated LF seismograms, Red: FAS of simulated broadband
seismograms, Blue: FAS of recordings.
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Figure 4.8. First and third columns are band passed 0-20 Hz EW and NS components of recorded
seismograms respectively; Second and fourth columns are 0-20 Hz EW and NS components of
simulated broadband seismograms respectively at stations row1: S02, row2: S05, row3: S15, and
row4: S23. For location of the stations refer to figure 4.1.

4.3.

Effect of Hypocentral Depth on the Ground Motion Amplitudes

Depth is usually not very well constrained in the estimation of hypocenters of
earthquakes. Uncertainty of depth is therefore an important factor, which may lead to
discrepancies in the results. A very brief analysis was performed to examine the effect on
the synthetic ground-motion amplitudes due to variations in depth. After a careful
calibration of parameters I observed the behavior of model bias by varying the depth
keeping all other parameters constant. There is insignificant variation in the model bias
when the depth of the fault plane is changed in the range of 6 to 12 km (figure 4.9).
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However, an expected shift in the model bias due to attenuation of amplitudes appears at
the depth of 14 km. This could be due to a jump in the velocity model (figure 4.3). The
reason that there are no significant amplitude variations with depths is that the magnitude
of the event is very small and the stations where the ground motions are generated are far
from the hypocenter. Small variations in amplitudes may not be easily reflected in the
model bias. Notable differences are expected by a considerable variation in depth
parameter in case of large magnitude earthquakes. More interesting facts can be revealed
when the analysis would be done for larger earthquakes with shallow depths.

Figure 4.9. Effect of change in depth on the model bias. Different colors represent different
depths in km. Left: EW component, right: NS component.
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CHAPTER 5
INFLUENCE OF FAULT GEOMETRY ON GROUND
MOTIONS
According to the fault geometry assumed by Pulido et al. (2004), Oglesby and Mai
(2012), Zengin and Cakti (2012), the Marmara Sea fault is a kinked fault, which changes
its orientation near Yalova from pure EW to NW-SE. Near Atakoy (Istanbul), the fault
again changes its orientation from NW-SE to slightly EW direction and continues
towards Tekirdag. Focal mechanisms of earthquakes happening in the middle section of
the fault indicate predominantly normal slip faulting whereas the earthquakes on the rest
of the Marmara Sea fault are mostly right-lateral strike-slip type. The fault geometry
assumed in this study is shown in Figure 5.1. Testing several dynamic spontaneous
rupture models, Oglesby and Mai (2012) showed that the geometry of the Marmara Sea
fault is critical when trying to estimate the magnitude of the earthquake possible on this
fault system. They concluded that the rupture could either be trapped or propagated along
the differently oriented segments in the Marmara Sea depending upon the rupture
initiation point, initial stress and the dynamic stress field radiated by the propagating
rupture. The magnitudes of earthquakes, they considered, were high enough to propagate
through the whole fault segment (>𝑀! 7.5). Although our scenario events fall in
comparatively smaller range of magnitudes (𝑀! 6-6.75), some of the scenarios also
include the fault kink near the entrance of Bosphorus Strait in the Marmara Sea (details
of scenario events are given in the next chapter).
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COMPSYN does not allow the ground-motion calculations directly for a kinked fault,
however, with some modifications in the method of simulation and the input files,
behavior of ground motions from a kinked fault can also be studied. Dividing the kinked
segment into two straight fault sections allows us to calculate Green’s functions
separately on the two divided portions of the fault for all stations. Ground-motions due to
two sections were calculated by dividing the rupture model into the corresponding parts
with proper moment-area scaling. After rotating the two sets of waveforms (fault-normal
(FN) component to NS direction and fault-parallel (FP) component to EW direction),
contributions of ground-motions from the two segments were added up by following the
superposition principle. Because the kink in the Marmara Sea fault lies very close to
Istanbul and the transition of the faulting mechanism from normal-slip to strike-slip
occurs near this junction, it is important to investigate the influence of geometry on the
amplification or radiation pattern of ground-motions by considering two separate cases:
(1) kinked fault segment, (2) average/approximate fault segment. To test these cases, the
same rupture model (𝑀! 6.75 with right-lateral strike slip source mechanism) was used
to exclude any source effects on the ground-motions (figure 5.1).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.1. (a) Map showing the approximate and kinked fault segment trace for analysis. The
label for each station is next to the right of each station. (b) Rupture model shown along dip. Star
denotes the hypocenter and the contours represent the rupture evolution with time. The
mechanism is purely right-lateral strike-slip type.

The approximate/average section (blue straight curve in figure 5.1) was constructed by
considering a straight line of same length as that of kinked section (38 km). In order to
develop the conditions explicitly to favor amplification of waveforms due to the
directivity effects, a rupture model with maximum slip asperity close to the east end of
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the fault segment was used for LF simulations. It should be noted that this scenario is not
included in this study for estimation of shaking levels for Istanbul and has been chosen
only as a test scenario to investigate the fault geometry effects on simulations. Because
directivity and wave propagation effects are more pronounced in lower frequency part of
the spectra, I analyze the synthetics from COMPSYN only. Starting with the average
segment, I ran simulations for 26 stations for a frequency range of 0-3 Hz.

Figures 5.2 and 5.4 show the seismograms and PGV maps to demonstrate the comparison
of ground motions from the two cases. Before analyzing the figures it is important to
briefly describe the directivity effect. If a site is located at one end of the fault and the
rupture initiation point lies on the other end of the fault and the rupture travels towards
the site, an amplitude-increase effect is observed by the arrival of a large pulse in the
seismogram. This is due to the piling up of S-waves in the direction of rupture
propagation. The formation of this high amplitude pulse is termed as forward-directivity
effect. To see this effect in simulations the equation illustrating the duration of rupture
changes with the orientation of the observer is given below:

𝜏!" =

!
!!

−

!"#$%
!

(5.1)

in which L denotes the length of fault plane, 𝑉! represents the rupture velocity, c is the
wave velocity and 𝜙 is the azimuthal angle of observer with respect to hypocenter. The
waveforms at sites in the direction of rupture propagation (𝜙 = 0! ) have short duration
pulses and to conserve the area under the STF, amplitudes of the pulses increase. This
effect is typically long period in nature and is best observed in velocity and displacement
time histories. In contrast if a site is located near the end of the fault but the rupture
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propagates away from the site, lower amplitude ground motions with longer durations are
observed. This is called the backward-directivity effect. The directivity pulses for a
strike-slip event are polarized principally in the strike-normal direction.

Some interesting observations can be made by analyzing the figures 5.2 and 5.4. For
instance, kinked fault case shows amplification of PGVs by 82% in the EW component at
station S8 and 65.7% in the NS component at station S19 than the PGVs obtained from
straight average fault geometry case at the respective stations. The opposite effect is
observed at stations S10 and S11 with straight fault geometry case showing amplification
of PGVs in the NS components by 71% and 44.8% respectively, than the kinked fault
geometry case. The differences in the behaviors of waveforms solely emerge from the
fault geometry resulting in altered station distances from the fault and azimuth angles
with respect to the hypocenter. Another important observation worth noting from the
analysis of seismograms is that the ground motions last for comparatively longer duration
in kinked fault geometry case. Depending on the natural time period of a building, its
structural response is greatly influenced by the duration of ground-motions. Similar
observations can be made at stations S42, S43, S63, etc. from figure A.4.1 in the
Appendix.

Figure 5.4 displays the PGV amplification variations in the two perpendicular horizontal
components, their geometrical means and the orientation-independent component,
GMRotD50 (Boore et al., 2006), due to fault geometry. The geometric mean of
horizontal components is computed using:
𝐻!" = (𝐻!" ∙ 𝐻!" )!/!

(5.2)
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where 𝐻!" is the geometric mean of peak ground motion in EW direction (𝐻!" ) and NS
directions (𝐻!" ).
Two distinct lobes of high amplitudes can be clearly observed in NS, geometric mean and
GMrotD50 components of kinked fault geometry case whereas a continuous high
amplitude area is observed around the fault in straight fault geometry case. Changing the
fault-site distances and the distribution of the radiated energies for the two cases cause
variations in the shakemaps.

Ground motion attenuation with respect to distance provides another view of analyzing
peak ground motions. I compare the simulated PGVs at some stations with the GMPE
proposed by Boore et al. (2014) as shown in figure 5.3. Station distances and the
respective PGVs seem to be highly affected by geometry. E.g., station S10 shows PGV
higher than 2nd sigma bound of GMPE when the straight fault geometry is considered.
Similar behavior is observed at stations S11 and S3. In contrast the kinked geometry case
shows a better distance attenuation behavior. The PGVs however generally fall above the
median GMPE values. This should be noted that the comparison here with GMPE is only
made to see how far the peak ground motion values fall from the average GMPE values
and not to for the verification of results.

From the above discussion it is evident that the behavior of waveforms are greatly
influenced by the rupture propagation and distance from the fault, especially in the near
field. Fault geometry strongly influence ground motions. In this study, I implement the
kinked geometry instead of straight average fault when the scenario earthquake includes
the fault kink near the entrance of Bosphorus Strait in the Marmara Sea.
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Figure 5.2. LF (0-3 Hz) seismograms at various stations for different fault geometries. Station
names with components are written on the top of each figure. Blue seismograms are obtained by
considering straight fault geometry and the red seismograms are obtained by considering kinked
fault geometry. See figure A.4.1 in Appendix for more station seismograms.

Figure 5.3. Comparison of geometric means of EW and NS components of simulated PGVs with
Boore et al. (2014) GMPE represented as BA2014 in the figure. Red dots denote PGVs obtained
from kinked fault geometry. Blue dots denote PGVs from the straight fault geometry.
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Figure 5.4. PGV map analysis, showing the effect of fault geometry on ground motions. Red
curve represents kinked fault surface trace and blue curve represents straight fault curve trace.
Left column: Results from straight fault geometry, right column: results from kinked fault
geometry. ns: North-South component, ew: East-West component, avg: geometric mean of ew
and ns components, RotD50: rotation-independent parameter,GMRotD50 (see Appendix).
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CHAPTER 6
SETTING UP OF SCENARIO RUPTURES

The delineation of the fault trace on the map is the primary step when setting up the
earthquake scenario. Figure 6.1 shows the fault trace and the station distribution to
simulate ground motions. Latitudes and longitudes of end points of segments Seg-I, SegII and Seg-III (P1, P2, P3 and P4 marked on the map, figure 5.1) are given in table 6.1.
As mentioned before the seismic gap in the Marmara Sea lies close to seg-I and seg-II as
shown in figure 2.4. Moreover, these two segments are closer to Istanbul than seg-III. I
therefore did not include any ground motion calculation due to the rupture of seg-III in
this study. The total length of seg-I and seg-II is around 144 km. I take the strike and dip
of seg-I as 84.52o and 90o respectively and that of seg-II as 111.55o and 70o respectively.
To achieve a well-resolved peak ground motion distribution over the Istanbul area, I
placed a total of 75 stations over the whole area of Istanbul, including a few virtual
stations in the Marmara Sea closer to fault to capture any near-field effects and to
properly interpolate ground motions in peak ground motion maps. The maximum JoynerBoore distance (Rjb) to the farthest station is approximately 110 km.
Table 6.1. End points of fault segments shown in figure 6.1.

Label
P1
P2
P3
P4

Longitudes
27.6o
28.85o
29.28o
29.8o

Latitudes
40.78o
40.9o
40.73o
40.73o
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Figure 6.1. Fault segments, stations and area of study for synthetic ground motion modeling due
to scenario earthquakes

To determine the dimension of the rupture plane for the chosen event magnitudes, or
alternatively to determine earthquake magnitude for given fault dimensions, earthquake
source-scaling relations are used. A number of magnitude-area relations have been
proposed in the past two decades derived from various kinds of earthquake data. For
instance, Somerville et al. (1999), Mai and Beroza (2000), Somerville (2006) are derived
from direct measurements on finite-fault source inversion results. Other relations like
Wells and Coppersmith (1994), Hanks and Bakun (2002), etc. are derived from indirect
measurements (e.g., aftershock zones and surface-rupture length). Stirling et al. (2013)
did a comprehensive study on many of such regressions to shortlist them according to
their relevance to a range of tectonic regimes of plate tectonic setting and fault slip type
around the world. The study serves as an important contribution towards the selection of
magnitude-dimension scaling for seismic-hazard analysis. The average slip rate along
NAF is 20.5±1.8 mm/yr (Yavaşoğlu et al., 2011) and according to table 1 in Stirling et al.
(2013), this corresponds to plate tectonic regime A11 defining fast plate boundary faults
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with strike-slip as the dominating fault mechanism (refer to Stirling et al., 2003 for
details). I therefore implemented Leonard (2010) magnitude–area scaling to define our
rupture models.
𝑀! = 3.99 + 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐴, strike-slip;
𝑀! = 4.00 + 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐴, dip-slip;
𝑀! = 4.19 + 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐴, stable continental regions,
in which 𝐴 is the fault area in square kilometers.

The regression was developed using worldwide data and can be used to estimate fault
dimensions for dip-slip, strike-slip and continental regions. It has a wide application
including the regions of low seismicity/intraplate tectonics. The author suggests
application of this relationship for all types of faults. The rupture model dimensions used
in this study are given in table 6.2

Table 6.2: Fault plane dimensions for different magnitude earthquakes used in this study
Magnitude (Mw)

Area L×W (km2)

6.0

12x9

6.25

18x9

6.5

27x12

6.75

38x14.5

The depth range of the seismogenic zone in the study region is estimated as 8-25 km,
(e.g., Gurbuz et al., 2000; Sato et al., 2004; Yamamoto et al., 2015). Also, the depth of
hypocenter, 𝑍!!" , is determined using estimates by Scherbaum et al. (2004), for strike
slip
𝑍!!" = 5.63 + 0.68𝑀!

(6.1)
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𝑍!!" = 11.2 − 0.2𝑀!

(6.2)

where 𝑍!!" represents the hypocenter depth and 𝑀! denotes the moment magnitude.
Using these conditions, I varied the hypocenters within the depth range of 8-15 km.
Besides, I placed the hypocenters mostly closer to high slip area based on the
comprehensive statistical analysis on hypocenter locations by Mai et al. (2000), which
confirms that the ruptures generally initiate closer to large asperities and encounter the
larger slip area within the first half of the rupture distance. The depth of the rupture
models from the surface was determined such that the shallowest hypocenter should not
be shallower than 8 km from the surface to meet the above conditions. I therefore place
magnitude 𝑀! 6 and 𝑀!   6.25 event rupture models at a depth of 6 km, 𝑀! 6.5 event
rupture models at 3 km and 𝑀! 6.75 event models at 0 km depth from the top surface.
The 0 km depth for 𝑀! 6.75 earthquake also ensured surface rupture in some scenarios.
Because the ruptures on NAF fault propagate from east to west and considering the
seismic gap along the Marmara Sea fault our hypocenters along the segments seg-I and
seg-II are distributed as shown in figure 6.2.
The scenario events in this study were generated by considering a rupture model over
some portion of the Marmara Sea fault. After computing the ground motions from this
scenario event, the same rupture model was moved to another location along the fault
trace and the ground motions were simulated again for all stations. Thus I created a suite
of “floating source”, following an approach similar to Zonno et al. (2012). Several
rupture models were generated by varying magnitude, slip distribution and rupture
initiation point and the aforementioned procedure was followed for all cases (see
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Appendix for some sample rupture models used in this study). Table 6.3 lists the number
and details of the scenario events over the differently oriented segments of the Marmara
Sea fault.

Table 6.3: Some key fault parameters for differently oriented segments and number of
scenario events considered in this study
Moment
Magnitude
(𝑀! )
6.0

Segment

Faulting Style

Dip

Strike

No. of
scenarios

Seg-I

Right-lateral
strike-slip
Normal dip-slip
Right-lateral
strike-slip
Normal dip-slip
Right-lateral
strike-slip
Normal dip-slip
Combined right
lateral strikeslip and normal
dip-slip
Right-lateral
strike-slip
Normal dip-slip
Combined right
lateral strikeslip and normal
dip-slip

90o

84.52o

50

70o
90o

111.55o
84.52o

40
48

70o
90o

111.55o
84.52o

36
45

70o
80o

111.55o
Changes from
84.52o to
111.55o

30
4

90o

84.52o

45

70o
80o

111.55o
Changes from
84.52o to
111.55o

30
3

6.25

Seg-II
Seg-I

6.5

Seg-II
Seg-I
Seg-II
Combined

6.75

Seg-I
Seg-II
Combined

Total number of scenarios

331

Figure 6.2. Hypocenter distribution along strike and depth for segments seg-I and seg-II for
different magnitude earthquakes used in this study.
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Depending on the location of rupture initiation on the Marmara Sea fault (either seg-I or
seg-II in figure 1), three main types of slip models were used for LF simulations, grouped
by rake angles. Figure 6.3 shows the types of slip models used in this study. Slip model
(a) has a pure right lateral slip; slip model (b) has a combined right-lateral strike-slip and
normal-slip components with a gradual variation of rake from 270o (normal-slip) to 180o
(right-lateral strike-slip); and slip model (c) is a pure normal-slip case. Rupture models
with slip distribution of type (a) were implemented when the rupture starts in seg-I and
stops in the same segment, whereas the models with slip distribution of type (c) were
used if rupture starts in seg-II and stops in the same segment. Models with slip
distributions of type (b) were considered for cases in which the rupture starts in one
segment and propagates onto the other fault segment. The dip angle of these rupture
models was set as 80o. Note that these types of rupture models were devised only for
magnitude 𝑀! 6.5 and 𝑀! 6.75 with comparatively larger fault rupture plane area than
the magnitudes 𝑀! 6.0 and 𝑀! 6.25.
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Figure 6.3. Sample slip models to demonstrate the slip directions in various scenarios used in this
study. (a) Sample slip model with rake angle 180o (right-lateral strike-slip) (b) Sample slip model
with rake angle gradually varying from 180o to 270o (varying slip type) (c) Sample slip model
with rake angle 270o (pure normal dip-slip). Direction of arrows denotes the direction of slip and
length of arrows indicate slip magnitude which is also depicted by the color scale.
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CHAPTER 7
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Because various intensity measures provide vital information and behave differently
depending upon the frequency content of seismograms (Cultrera et al., 2010), different
attributes of ground motion records have been measured to express their intensity and
damage potential. In this chapter I show some examples of synthetic waveforms to
illustrate the effect of some important parameters on ground motions, to compare the
peak ground motion intensities and their variability to recent ground-motion prediction
equations and finally to present the peak ground motion maps for the Istanbul area.

I performed broadband ground motion simulations for 331 scenarios as specified in the
previous chapter. Ground motions were computed at 75 stations located at different
azimuths from the hypocenters. Table 7.1 lists the key parameters for LF simulations.
The cut-off frequency up to which the deterministic LF waveforms were generated was
set to 3 Hz. This range captures the corner frequency for magnitude 𝑀! 6-6.75 events
(Allman and Shearer, 2009). Key parameters influencing the behavior of high frequency
simulations are given in table 7.2. The matching frequency was set around 2.5 Hz with a
matching search-band of 0.2 Hz. I also introduce the local site effects due to different
Vs30 values in the HF simulations. Vs30 data was obtained from the United States
Geological Survey (USGS).
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Table 7.1. Some key parameters for LF simulations
Magnitud
e (𝑀! )

Moment
(Nm)

Subfault
size
(Km2)

𝐷!
(Km)

𝑇! (s)

𝑇! of
Yoffefuntion (s)

Vr /Vs

Grid
size
(Km)

6.0

1.12x1018

0.9x0.9

6

0.31

0.1

0.78

0.071

6.25

2.66x1018

0.9x0.9

6

0.44

0.16

0.78

0.071

6.5

6.31x1018

1x1

3

0.62

0.16

0.8

0.071

6.75

1.50x1019

1x1

0

0.87

0.25

0.8

0.071

where 𝐷! is depth of fault rupture plane from the surface, 𝑇! is rise time, Vr is rupture
velocity and Vs is shear-wave velocity.
Table 7.2. Some key parameters for HF simulations
Subfault
size
(Km2)
1x1

7.1.

Grid
spacing
(Km)
0.5

Kappa
(𝑘)
0.015

Scattering
coefficient
(𝜂! )
0.03

Frequency
attenuation
model (𝜂! )
Q=50xf1.09

Matching
frequency; Band
width of search
2.5;0.2

Influence of Hypocenter Location and Slip

I analyze ground motions due to a few magnitude 𝑀! 6.5 scenario earthquakes with
different slip distributions and hypocenter locations over the fault rupture plane.
Figure7.1 (b) presents the rupture models used to generate the seismograms displayed in
the corresponding columns of figure 7.1(c). Figure 7.1(a) shows the stations and the
surface trace used for analysis. Some interesting observations can be made from the
figure. E.g., station S8 falls in the forward directivity zone for rupture models M2 and
M4 and therefore a high amplitude pulse is seen both in EW and NS components of
seismograms. In contrast models M1 and M2 produce much smaller amplitudes of
ground motions because the hypocenter lying at the western end of the fault segment
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creates a backward directivity effect at station S8. To understand the influence of slip
distribution and hypocenter location on the synthetic waveforms in detail, let us analyze
the effect of the two parameters separately at the same station (S8). Models M2 and M4
generate waveforms apparently similar in characteristics however, model M2 produce
higher amplitudes than M4. Hypocenters in both models are at the same location whereas
the slip distributions are different implying that the variations in amplitudes are purely
owing to different slip distributions. Models M3 and M4 on the other hand have the same
slip distributions whereas the locations of hypocenters are different. Large amplitude
variations observed in ground motions for these two cases, are purely due to directivity
effects as a result of direction of rupture propagation towards or away from the station.
Station S43 does not fall within in any directivity zone. We therefore do not observe
significant amplitude variations in waveforms obtained from models M3 and M4 (i.e.,
with similar slip distributions and different hypocenter locations). However, the effect of
slip distribution is notable when comparing the waveforms from models M1 and M3.
This clearly indicates that the influence of slip distribution is an important factor which
unlike directivity effect can be observed in almost all azimuth directions from hypocenter
and thus needs to be taken into consideration to account for variability in ground motions
especially in the near-field (Vyas et al., 2016).

The behavior of waveforms at stations S49 and S63 share the same explanation as S8;
however, because the stations lie on the other end-side of the fault, a reverse effect is
observed in the amplitudes of ground motions at these locations.
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Figure 7.1. Analysis of waveforms to observe the effect of different slip distributions and rupture
nucleation points. (a) Blue curve on top red curve denotes the fault surface trace of rupture
models used for analysis. (b) Rupture models. (a) EW and NS components of seismograms at 4
stations shown in (a). Seismograms in each column are obtained from the rupture model shown in
corresponding column of (b). The extended version of the figure is given in the Appendix (figure
A.4.2).
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From the above analysis, it is clear that the effect of rupture nucleation point over the
fault plane is a predominant factor for ground motion amplification particularly in the
areas of forward and backward directivity. Slip distribution also plays an important role
in determining the behavior of seismograms in all azimuth directions. Slip models with
localized high slip asperity close to the ends of the fault generally produced high
amplitudes of ground motions in the forward directivity zones than the ones with almost
uniformly distributed slip over the fault plane. Similar analysis can be made from the
extended version of figure 7.1 given in Appendix (figure A.4.2). Several models with
various slip distributions and rupture nucleation points have been included in this study to
capture the variability of peak ground motions.

7.2.

Comparison with Ground-Motion Prediction Equations

The geometric means of perpendicular horizontal components of simulated peak ground
accelerations (PGAs) and peak ground velocities (PGVs) are compared with ground
motion prediction equations (GMPEs) proposed by Boore et al. (2014) and Chiou and
Youngs (2014). These GMPEs are the revised models of Boore Atkinson (2008) and
Chiou and Youngs (2008) respectively, developed as a part of project NGA west-2. Both
GMPEs are applicable to strike-slip and dip-slip types of faulting styles for broader
earthquake magnitude ranges. Figure 7.2 shows the comparison of simulated PGAs and
PGVs with GMPEs. Black dots represent the results from simulations obtained using the
average of the geometric mean of horizontal components of peak ground motions due to
all scenarios earthquakes at each Rjb. To preserve the clear visibility of data, variabilities
in ground motions are not shown in these images and are included separately in the next
section. An acceptable agreement can be seen in PGAs, however, simulations over
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predict the PGVs in some cases. The dispersion in the synthetic values arises from the
different azimuths of stations from the hypocenters while considering different scenarios.
Also the site effects due to different Vs30 values contribute towards the amplification or
deamplification of amplitudes (figure 7.3). This leads to the variation in peak ground
motion intensities at different stations with the same value of Rjb.

I also compared simulated peak spectral accelerations (PSAs) with Boore et al. (2014)
GMPE for time periods T = 0.2s, 0.3s, 0.5s and 0.75s. The PSAs were computed for a
single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system with a critical damping ratio of 5%. Figure 7.4
shows the comparison for the events of magnitudes 𝑀! 6.5 and 𝑀! 6.75. A careful

(a)
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(b)

(c)
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(d)
Figure 7.2. Comparison of geometric mean of horizontal components of PGAs and PGVs from
generated broadband synthetics for (a) M! 6.75, (b) M! 6.5, (c) M! 6.25 and (d) M! 6.0
earthquakes GMPEs by Boore et al., 2014 (BA2014) and Chiou and Youngs, 2014 (CY2014).
Each black dot is obtained by finding the arithmetic mean of average horizontal components of
PGAs or PGVs from a number of scenarios at each Rjb.

analysis reveals that simulations underestimate PSAs at shorter periods and a good
agreement is observed at longer periods (T≥0.3s) implying that the simulations well
predict the response of structures with natural time period longer than or equal to 0.3
seconds. The larger scatter of simulated PSAs at higher periods can be interpreted as the
sensitivity of PSAs to the effects of kinematic source modeling and the deterministic
wave propagation such as the variability of slip distribution, rupture propagation,
radiation pattern and directivity effects (Frankel, 2009).
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Figure 7.3. Distribution of Vs 30 across the Marmara Sea region. Grey color area indicates water.
White cure and black triangles denote Marmara Sea fault and stations respectively.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 7.4. Comparison of geometric mean of horizontal components of PSAs from generated
broadband synthetics for (a) M! 6.5 and (b) M! 6.75 earthquakes with the GMPE Boore et al.,
2014 (BA2014). Each black dot is obtained by finding the arithmetic mean of average horizontal
components of PSAs from a number of scenarios at each Rjb.

To analyze the variability in ground motions, simulated mean PGAs with standard
deviation bounds are presented in Figure 7.4. Black dots for each Rjb bin are obtained by
computing the means of the average horizontal components of all PGVs within a bin
width of 0.4 km. In the distance range 0-11 km, simulations underestimate the PGAs for
earthquake scenarios of magnitudes 𝑀! 6 and 𝑀!   6.25. Simulated PGAs for Rjb >11 km
generally show good agreement. Scenario events with magnitudes 𝑀! 6.5 and 𝑀! 6.75
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show a good agreement for the whole distance range. The variability bounds are almost
comparable to GMPEs. However, less availability of data for some Rjb bins makes it
difficult to adequately quantify the variability, which results in larger error bars that
approach two sigma bounds of the GMPE. A comprehensive variability analysis demands
the calculation of ground motions on a dense station network, but we may still get some
insight of variability by estimating the inter- and intra-event variabilities separately.

Figure 7.5. Comparison of simulated PGAs (along with variabilities) with Boore et al. 2014
(BA2014). Black errorbars indicate the standard deviation of simulated PGA’s for each distance
JB.

7.3.

A Concise Variability Test

To illustrate the ground-motion variability properly, I perform an analysis on the interevent and intra-event variability using some events on the segment seg-I of the fault.
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Inter-event variability is the variability in ground motions at a single receiver due to
different events while intra-event variability is the variability for a single event
considering all receivers at about the same distance. The residuals were calculated as
𝑟 = ln 𝑃𝐺𝐴!"# − ln 𝑃𝐺𝐴!"# = ln  

𝑃𝐺𝐴!"#

𝑃𝐺𝐴!"#

(7.1)

in which, 𝑃𝐺𝐴!"# and 𝑃𝐺𝐴!"# are the PGA values obtained from the synthetic
seismograms and the empirical prediction equation (GMPE), respectively. The groundmotion variability is investigated with respect to Rjb from the fault. The inter-event
variability for each receiver is computed as the standard deviation of the residuals of
different events. Because our simulation methodology includes scenario events that float
over the fault trace, the distance to a given station (Rjb) changes for the changing position
of the rupture plane along the fault trace. It is therefore not appropriate to include all
scenarios to analyze inter-event variability of PGAs with respect to Rjb. This limits the
amount of data to be used for the computation of inter-event variability.
The first row of figure 7.6(a) shows the fault surface trace of 15 rupture models with
magnitudes 𝑀!   6.75 used to compute the inter-event variabilities at several stations.
Black errorbars in the second row of figure 7.6(a) represent the average inter-event
variabilities at all receivers for each distance bin. The overall variability values roughly
fall within the sigma range of GMPEs, however, due to less data, comparatively larger
values of variabilities are obtained. In contrast, the flexibility of incorporating the effect
of several floating rupture planes along the fault surface trace allows us to include more
data for computing the intra-event variability that is calculated separately for each event
and each distance range as the standard deviation of the residuals at all stations in that
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distance range. Averaging these intra-event variabilities over all events we obtain the
values presented in the second row of figure 7.6(b). A total of 45 scenario earthquakes of
magnitude 𝑀! 6.75 were used to estimate the intra-event variabilities at each distance
range. The variability falls within the ±1 sigma bound of Boore et al. (2014) over the
whole distance range but it is not constant as predicted by GMPEs. The residuals on the
other hand indicate the overestimation of PGAs from the GMPE. Due to the reducing
influence of slip distribution in far-field, it is usually expected to see the decrease in
variability with increasing distance from the fault trace. However, because the scenarios
included to compute the variability in this case vary not only in the slip distribution but
also in the rupture initiation locations, we do not see the decreasing trend of variability
with distance. A more rigorous analysis of variability can be done for a denser station
distribution with many possibilities of slip distribution keeping the hypocenter fixed to
observe the trend of variability with distance. Table 7.3 presents the inter- and intra-event
variabilities shown in figure 7.6 in tabular form.
Table 7.3. Inter- and intra-event variabilities (standard deviations) obtained for 𝑀! 6.75
scenario events (see text for details)
Distance JB
1
15
22
31
45
50
57
70
76

Inter-event
variability
0.34
0.65
0.50
0.77
0.62
0.63
0.78
0.54
0.80

Intra-event
variability
0.30
0.50
0.52
0.50
0.47
0.57
0.57
0.67
0.54
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Figure 7.6. Inter-event and intra-event variabilities for 𝑀! 6.75 scenario earthquakes. Blue
curves on top of red curves in the first row represent the trace of floating rupture planes used to
calculate inter- and intra-event variabilities respectively. The mean variabilities (black lines) are
compared with Boore et al., 2014 (BA 2014). Black error bars are the mean inter- and intra-event
standard deviations/variabilities respectively.

7.4.

Peak Ground Motion Maps

Mean peak ground motion maps in terms of PGAs, PGVs and PSAs for the periods of
0.5s and 0.75s for the earthquakes of all magnitudes considered in this study are
presented in figures 7.8, 7.9, 7.10 and 7.11 respectively. An expected trend of decreasing
amplitudes with distance can be clearly observed. The southern part of Istanbul near the
Bosphorus Strait is susceptible to high shaking compared to other districts of Istanbul.
This part of Istanbul is densely populated with 26 out of a total of 39 districts squeezed in
a smaller area (figure 7.7). 75% of Istanbul’s total population is concentrated in this part.
Princes Islands lying close to the Marmara Sea fault also experience significant shaking.
PSAs at period 0.5 seconds are comparatively larger than at 0.75 seconds. This is very
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important from civil engineering perspective for design analysis, retrofitting and to
categorize the buildings as per their vulnerability towards damage.
The smoothness in the maps arises by taking the average of peak ground motions at each
station. Because we consider the average effect due to a number of scenario events, we
obtain peak ground motion maps almost comparable to GMPEs. Given the station
distances from the fault and magnitude of the event, a GMPE will produce the same
shake map for many events on the fault without taking the effects of fault geometry,
directivity, slip distribution etc. into account. In contrast, simulations provide a better
insight of the variability included by studying the effect from each event individually.
E.g., PGA and PGV maps shown in figure 7.12 present the ground motion intensities due
to 𝑀! 6.75 ruptures propagating towards and away from Istanbul city separately. High
amplitudes of ground motions due to ruptures moving towards Istanbul indicate the
importance of rupture propagation direction, which is not included in a GMPE.

Figure 7.7. Map of Istanbul showing the districts (image courtesy Maximillian Dorrbecker)
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Figure 7.8. Mean PGA maps obtained from all scenario earthquakes of magnitudes (a) Mw 6.0,
(b) Mw 6.25, (c) Mw 6.5 and (d) Mw 6.75. The blue curve represents the Marmara Sea fault
surface trace considered in this study and white triangles denote stations.

Figure 7.9. Same as figure 7.8 with ground-motion intensity measure as PGV
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Figure 7.10. Same as figure 7.8 with ground-motion intensity measure as PSA at time period 0.5
seconds.

Figure 7.11. Same as figure 7.8 with ground-motion intensity measure as PSA at time period 0.75
seconds.
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Figure 7.12. PGA and PGV maps showing the effect of direction of rupture propagation on the
shaking of Istanbul area for 𝑀! 6.75 scenario earthquakes. Left: ruptures propagating towards
Istanbul. Right: Ruptures propagating away from Istanbul.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS

For regions of limited availability of seismic ground motion data like Istanbul, ground
motion simulations provide earthquake engineers with peak parameters and frequency
content of potential ground motions to fill the gaps in the seismic data. These parameters
are essential for reliable seismic hazard estimation, damage mitigation and earthquake
resistant design. Ground motion simulations are important not only for providing the
peak seismic design parameters but also for offering an understanding of the earthquake
mechanisms and the properties of the media in the region of interest.

I simulate ground motions for the Istnabul area using hybrid broadband simulation
technique by Mai et al. 2010. The magnitude range of earthquakes is 𝑀! 6-6.75. Ground
motions were computed at 75 station locations. Deterministic long-period Green’s
functions were calculated using a discrete wavenumber technique and the high-frequency
part was simulated using scattering functions obtained by following Zeng et al. (1991)
approach. Finally the two sets of seismograms were combined following Mai and Beroza
(2003) algorithm with proper amplitude and phase matching. The method effectively
yields a promising response when compared with the observations. Different shaking
scenarios with magnitudes 𝑀! 6.0, 𝑀!   6.25,  𝑀!   6.5 and 𝑀!   6.75 were defined. To
capture the directivity effects, various rupture models with localized slip asperities near
the ends of the fault planes were generated to obtain larger peak ground motions in the
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direction of rupture propagation. The simulation methodology adopted in this study
represents a physically complete and self-consistent method of hybrid broadband groundmotion simulation, which allows for rupture mechanisms that contain spatio-temporal
complexity at all scales, directly affecting the low-frequency wave-field and indirectly
the scattered wave-contributions.

Broadband ground motion simulation procedures typically utilize physics-based
modeling of source and path effects at low frequencies coupled with semi-stochastic
procedures at high frequencies. Before comparing the attributes of simulated ground
motions to GMPEs, one must consider whether a misfit indicates a problem with the
simulations, GMPEs or both. Calibration of ground motion parameters plays a significant
role in establishing a region specific simulation platform to obtain the appropriate results.
This was done by finding the residual acceleration spectra of simulations and recordings
for an event happened close to Istanbul. A very good agreement was obtained after finetuning of the calibration parameters in both procedures of simulation. The regional
seismic parameters verified in this study for Istanbul area can be implemented further and
used as input into other studies that assess the seismic hazard in the region. Additionally,
a quick depth analysis was performed to ensure any bias in results owing to variations in
depth. The detailed results are mentioned in the validation section.

Fault geometry plays an important role in influencing the behavior of ground motions. A
rigorous analysis after applying the modifications to the input files of COMPSYN
revealed that approximating the kinked fault geometry of Marmara Sea by a straight fault
could bias the ground motions by a significant amount. This confirms that it is always
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important to ensure the correct fault geometry adopted before simulating ground motions
due to any earthquake. In addition to fault geometry, the effect of different hypocenter
and slip distribution was studied by observing the waveforms due to different rupture
models. Observations from simulated waveforms reveal that the rupture nucleation
location has a significant effect on distribution of ground motions.

PGAs, PGVs and PSAs obtained from simulations were compared with the GMPEs by
Boore et al. (2014) and Chiou and Youngs (2014). An acceptable agreement was attained
in PGAs whereas the GMPEs underestimate PGVs in general. Synthetic ground motions
underestimate the PSAs at short periods (<0.3 seconds) and show consistency at periods
longer than 0.3 seconds implying that at least the method can be used to realistically
simulate ground motion characteristics for structures of natural period longer than
0.3seconds. The over or under estimation of ground motions by GMPEs indicate the need
of a well-established local GMPE for the area. This will require the earthquake datasets
that include waveform data from a large number of earthquakes. In regions with sparse
ground-motion recordings from moderate-to-large earthquakes (e.g., Istanbul), groundmotion simulations from scenario earthquakes provide the synthetic data to develop a
region-specific GMPE. The combined effect of different factors pertaining to ground
motion variability were studied from inter- and intra-event variability analysis. The
values generally fell within the ±1 sigma bounds of the GMPE. However, variability
from simulations is not constant at all distances as predicted by the GMPE. PGA, PGV
and PSA maps provide a general idea of shaking in the Istanbul area due to scenario
earthquakes on the Marmara Sea fault. Moreover, the rupture propagation direction effect
shown in PGA and PGV maps indicate the importance of simulated ground-motion
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results over GMPEs. Overall, this study serves as a step towards the seismic hazard
assessment of Istanbul area using simulated ground-motion data.

An intensive ground motion simulation demands a 3D velocity model to provide robust
information about the wave propagation properties and soil response in a region of
interest. These models are essential in determining the seismic response of alluvial basins
in particular. Istanbul lacks a finely resolved wave velocity models despite having
various basins near the fault zones with deep sediment. The computational efficiency of
the simulation procedures is another important factor to be taken into consideration. New
efficient numerical techniques are required to minimize the cost of computations
pondering on the currently available computational resources.

Ground motion simulations can be used as input to a variety of studies. As deterministic
hazard measures, they can be combined with building fragility functions in order to
estimate the loss from potential earthquakes (Ugurhan et al., 2010). Synthetic ground
motions can also be used to determine the peak ground motion values thereby
establishing a region specific GMPE for engineers to facilitate the estimation of potential
losses due to earthquakes. The purpose of this study was to generate the data, which will
be used to compute the risk from a dynamic exposure model that utilizes Open Street
Map (OSM) data. Part of OSM data is related to building information. This information
will be used to obtain the exposure indicators based on the building taxonomy developed
by Global Earthquake Model (GEM). Depending upon the exposure indicators, buildings
will be grouped according to their vulnerabilities and the data will be consistently
updated based on OSM. Finally integrating physics-based ground motion simulations to
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the model will provide a better understanding of assessing risk in an area. The study will
be further extended by adding more stations in the area to compute the ground-motions
on a denser station network to obtain more reliable results.
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APPENDIX

A.1. Some Information About Earthquake-Related Parameters

Figure A.1.1. Illustration of important directions and angles in earthquake physics (Stein and
Wysession, 2009)

Strike: Direction of the line created by the intersection of fault plane with a horizontal
plane with respect to North. It should be noted that fault always dips towards right of the
trace.

Rake: The direction of motion of hanging with respect to footwall.

Dip: The angle between the fault and a horizontal plane. Its value ranges from 0° to 90°.
Depending upon values of dip and rake we can have the following general combinations:
Dip = 90°, Rake = 0°; left-lateral strike-slip
Dip = 90°, Rake = 180°; right-lateral strike-slip
Dip = 45°, Rake = 90°; reverse fault

	
  
Dip = 45°, Rake = -90°; normal fault
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Rise time: Time required for a pulse to rise from 10 percent to 90 percent of its steady
value. In earthquake studies it is simply defined as the duration describing the local slip
during an earthquake.

Source-Time function (STF): A source-time function determines the finite slip duration
during rupture propagation at variable velocity. The shape of an STF is prescribed by
total slip value, rupture time and rise time.

Figure A.1.2. Some commonly used source-time functions for kinematic earthquake source
modeling (Tinti et al., 2005)

RotD50/GMrotD50: Orientation-independent measure of ground motion intensity
proposed by Boore et al. (2006), which comprises of rotation of the orthogonal
components form 1o to 90o in 1o steps and an evaluation of the geometric mean for each
pair of rotated components. The final measure is the median of all 90 values of the
geometric mean.

Distance JB (Rjb): The Joyner-Boore distance is the shortest distance to the surface
projection of the fault-plane at a depth.
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GMPE: A ground-motion prediction equation relates ground-motion parameters (e.g.,
PGA, PGV, etc.) to a set of explanatory variables describing the earthquake source, wave
propagation path and local site effects.

A.2.

Some Important Wave Propagation Equations Used in the

Simulation Programs
A.2.1.

COMPSYN
The Green’s functions are calculated in the frequency or wavenumber domain

using the finite-element technique.

𝑢 𝑟, 𝜙, 𝑧, 𝑡 =

! !
! ! !! [

!
!
!
𝑈!"
𝑧, 𝑡 𝑅!! 𝑟, 𝜙 + 𝑈!"
𝑧, 𝑡 𝑆!! 𝑟, 𝜙 + 𝑈!"
𝑧, 𝑡 𝑇!! 𝑟, 𝜙 𝑑𝑘

(A1)
!

𝑢′ 𝑟, 𝜙, 𝑧, 𝑡 =
!

!

𝑘
!
!
!
!
!
[ 𝑈′!
!" 𝑧, 𝑡 𝑅! 𝑟, 𝜙 + 𝑈′!" 𝑧, 𝑡 𝑆! 𝑟, 𝜙 + 𝑈′!" 𝑧, 𝑡 𝑇! 𝑟, 𝜙 𝑑𝑘
2𝜋
(A2)

(Spudich and Xu, 2003)
where 𝑢 denotes LF displacement and 𝑢! = 𝑑𝑢/𝑑𝑧 is its vertical derivative. 𝑘 is the
horizontal wavenumber, m is the angular order, (𝑟, 𝜙, 𝑧) are cylindrical coordinates, t is
the

time, 𝑅!! ,   𝑆!! and 𝑇!! represent

the

vector

surface

harmonics

and

!
!
!
!!
!!
𝑈!"
,  𝑈!"
,  𝑈!"
,  𝑈!"
,  𝑈′!
!" and 𝑈!" are the expansion coefficients (see Olson et al. 1984

for details).
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A.2.2.

Broadband Simulations
The integral solution of the fundamental wave equation given by energy envelope

𝐸 𝑟, 𝑡 of S-to-S scattered waves derived by Zeng et al.(1991) is given as:

𝐸 𝑟, 𝑡 =

! !!

!
!

! !!"#

!!"! !

!

+

!
!!! 𝐸!

𝑟, 𝑡 +

!

!
!!
! ! !!
! ! !"#
!!!!/!
𝑑Ω !
!
!! !!
!!! !" !! ! !"#!!
!

!

!"#(!")

!
!!!!/!

𝑑𝑘
(A3)

where 𝑟 and 𝛽 denote the distance and average S-wave velocity between source and
receiver respectively, 𝑡 is time, 𝑖Ω represents the Fourier transform solution with respect
to time and 𝑘 is wavenumber.
𝜂 = 𝜂! + 𝜂! , in which 𝜂! is scattering coefficient for elastic attenuation and 𝜂! represents
the anelastic attenuation replaced by frequency attenuation parameters 𝑄 𝑓 = 𝑄! 𝑓 ! .
(See Zeng et al. 1991, Mai et al. 2010 and Mena et al. 2010 for further details).

A.3.

Effect of Slip Distribution on Amplitudes for 𝑴𝒘 4.1 Earthquake.

Figure A.3 shows the effect of slip distribution on magnitude 𝑀! 4.1 earthquake used for
calibration of ground-motion parameters in this study. The insignificant variation in
amplitudes reveals that the variation of slip distribution is not an important an important
criteria here.
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Figure A.3. Effect of slip distribution on amplitudes of ground motion for magnitude 𝑀! 4.1
earthquake

	
  

A.4.
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Sample Rupture Models Used in this Study

Figure A.4. Sample rupture models used in this study. Rows 1 and 2: magnitude M! 6.0, rows 3
and 4: magnitude M! 6.25, rows 5 and 6: magnitude M! 6.5, rows 7 and 8: magnitude M! 6.75
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Extended Figures for Waveform Analysis from the Text

Figure A.5.1. Extended version of figure 5.2 in the text showing effect of fault geometry on
waveforms
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Figure A.5.2. Extended version of figure 7.1.1 in the text showing waveforms at various stations
including the rupture and slip models.
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A.6. Station Coordinates

Table A.6. List of the station labels, coordinates and Vs30 values
Station
S1
labels
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
S17
S18
S19
S20
S21
S22
S23
S24
S25
S26
S27
S28
S29
S30
S31
S32
S33
S34
S35
S36
S37
S38

Lon.
27.9
28.1
28.3
28.5
28.7
27.9
28.1
28.3
28.5
28.7
28.9
29.1
27.9
28
28.1
28.2
28.3
28.4
28.5
28.6
28.7
28.8
28.9
29
29.1
29.2
29.3
29.4
29.5
29.6
29.7
29.8
27.9
28.1
28.3
28.5
28.7
28.9

Lat.
41
41
41
41
41
40.9
40.9
40.9
40.9
40.9
40.9
40.9
41.1
41.1
41.1
41.1
41.1
41.1
41.1
41.1
41.1
41.1
41.1
41.1
41.1
41.1
41.1
41.1
41.1
41.1
41.1
41.1
41.2
41.2
41.2
41.2
41.2
41.2

Vs30
375.41
150
150
425.036
317.445
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
351.902
357.362
419.742
444.332
345.16
426.216
342.87
495.747
492.085
363.914
462
361.21
519.26
408.022
451.4
420.53
402.315
497.219
375.527
473.956
319.973
348.563
362.062
514.866
444.414
328.154

	
  
S39
S40
S41
S42
S43
S44
S45
S46
S47
S48
S49
S50
S51
S52
S53
S54
S55
S56
S57
S58
S59
S60
S61
S62
S63
S64
S65
S66
S67
S68
S69
S70
S71
S72
S73
S74
S75

29.1
29.3
29.5
28.7
28.8
28.9
29
29.1
29.2
29.3
29.4
29.5
29.6
29.7
29.8
27.9
28.1
28.3
28.5
28.7
27.9
28.1
28.3
29.2
29.2
29.3
29.3
29.4
29.4
29.5
29.5
29.6
29.6
29.7
29.7
29.8
29.8

41.2
41.2
41.2
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41.3
41.3
41.3
41.3
41.3
41.4
41.4
41.4
40.8
40.9
40.8
40.9
40.8
40.9
40.8
40.9
40.8
40.9
40.8
40.9
40.8
40.9
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495.549
281.826
150
317.445
485.388
311.731
270.516
356.151
338.641
353.826
399.782
505.306
438.941
373.258
511.194
342.84
271.08
399.613
412.383
350.94
331.687
306.166
387.641
150
411.66
194.031
319.556
510.255
332.339
309.567
342.833
519.831
367.857
503.472
514.962
566.861
546.3

